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Solutions. Nov 25, 2012 · Kotaku's GTA's New Stories: From The Rockstar Blog The Double Agent
Nobody loves the Los Santos gangster saga (GTA IV, Vice City and San Andreas) as much as David
Cage. He sees the potential to tell stories that span generations, and as Rockstar's studio director he's
already had a hand in some of the series' biggest moments. He's also always been a staunch defender

of the series, even when others didn't feel the same. He took a minute to talk to us about the
gangster saga, the PC version of GTA V and where he sees himself in the future. Kotaku:You're

familiar with the game now, how has it changed since you guys first worked on it?David Cage: We
really wanted to do something special, to get back to the roots of what GTA was originally about.
And that wasn't the missions, it wasn't the guns, it wasn't the cars. What was it about? You could

play on your own, you could just go to the city and there's nothing around you. And when we talked
about the missions, we thought, we could make it about these characters. Because we can really
make something fun happen with these characters, we can still go back to those great character

moments, and the way you feel about these characters and the moments that you experience with
the characters. Those things are very dear to us, and they're really important to us. We're going back

to those characters. Kotaku: It seems like this game, this series, has a tendency to grow over time,
but I don't know if you feel that way, or if you had any hesitations about growing.David Cage: I like

growing, it's really exciting. And now, with the online multiplayer, we have a chance to show the
people what we can do with all these updates ba244e880a
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